FOR 2018
CHAMPIONING INNOVATION
Promoting innovative
projects for communities
with or without Innovation
Officers
Bringing Sustainovation
Trainings to 4 different
locations

ENHANCING ENGAGMENT

New website

Manager Minutes

Map of member
locations to
facilitate connections

#slack
conversations for
Emerging Managers

FEATURED PROJECT: MANAGER MINUTES

CCCMA’s mission is to elevate Managers across the state through
peer learning and experience. Just as we share lessons and stories
at the annual conference, Manager Minutes allows us to do the same
from our own offices. These short 1-2 minute videos feature different
Managers who discuss their approach or lessons learned about
common challenges.
CCCMA and our communications partner, Slate Communications, will
be visiting Managers throughout Colorado to capture the important
experiences of your peers. We’ll create short videos throughout the
year and share them with you. If you’d like to participate in a video,
visit managerminutes.com to sign up.

The first few editions tackle:
Funding a Project
Community Engagement
Workplace Development

VIEW THE VIDEOS AT
MANAGERMINUTES.COM

For more information visit: coloradoccma.org

CREATING THE

FOUNDATION
FOR
THE

FUTURE

2017 Year in Review

Thanks to your investment and participation, we have cultivated new
partnerships, expanded leadership positions and discovered new ways to
bring innovative projects to life.
For when you need guidance but don’t
have immediate access to your peers.

ADMINISTRATION ACHIEVEMENTS

Thank you for the opportunity to lead CCCMA in 2017. We built on past
lessons to identify ways to improve lasting relationships and create
new ones, particularly focusing on peer to peer connections. I look

Expanded
Senior Advisors
group to 6

Increased Executive
Director hours &
responsibilities

WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP
Dr. Penny CulbrethGraft appointed
as Senior Advisor

Supporting Jane
Brautigam’s nomination
for ICMA President

Heather Geyer
nominated to
ICMA Board

#QualifiedColoradoWomen
Women continue to
be hired and promoted
to Manager positions
across the state

Kelly Houghteling,
Jennifer Hoffman,
and Trish Stiles joined
CCCMA board

Supporting the
future with more
scholarships

Continued
commitment to being
fiscally responsible

forward to the continued momentum.
—Wesley LaVanchy, 2017 President of CCCMA

PARTNERSHIPS TO STRENGTHEN
CCCMA
• Alliance for Innovation

• Slate Communications

• Bang the Table

• Smart Cities

• Compact for Colorado

• Strategic Government

Communities

Resources

2017 EXPENSES

• Institute for

Excellence in
Government

INNOVATION KICK-OFF

WE EXPLORED:

We studied how CCCMA
can support this concept.

New committee of managers
Additional committee of
innovation officers and
thought leaders
A partnership with Alliance
for Innovation
A partnership with Smart Cities

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Record attendance

Even with conference
4 weeks early

100+ pitchers of beer
shared at Doc’s

Training opportunities
What other states are doing

Researched potential
venues for 2019

In 2017, the sixth consecutive
year without raising the price of
membership dues or conference
registration, expenses were
increased to offer more member
benefits and increase the amount
of scholarships awarded.

14%
34%

Membership Benefits
(includes Conference
Training & Advisor Support)
Administration
Scholarships & Fellowships

52%
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